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i wish it to go, and everything immediately becomes
as desired.
Since I found out how to get along with this big
power the world has become a different affair altogether
to me. I seem to feel that I can eat it up-^so to speak.
Whether I can actually do this or not makes no differ-
ence to the following great psychological truth: In
our power to accomplish things we are largely what
we feel we dfe, and can mostly do what we feel we
can do.
This psycho-analytic medicine is great stuff. It
isn't a patented prescription either, nor any secret
" dope." Like many other misguided people, there
was a time when I used to wail over my lack of ability
to concentrate. Lord! I used to work overtime at
the repining business.
Yes I That old cave-man psychologist put one over
on me just in the same way that he did on a lot of
other people. It is a good job that he is dead. That
old idiot was responsible for my having wasted a lot of
valuable time, and missing a great many opportunities
—like many other gullible victims—and simply
because I absorbed the unadulterated rot which that
old official humbug dispensed to a confiding public
during Ms term of self-assumed authority.
Mental concentration consists simply in doing one
thing at a time, but doing that one thing in a designed
and orderly manner. It is as simple in principle and as
easy to accomplish as it would be to clear out a drawer
of variegated oddments and rubbish, to sort out the
various items in their respective piles, and then to
store them away in their rightful places.
That is all that I have done in writing this book.

